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Abstract
This article presents a case study of a project, led by the Italian Chamber of deputies, to transform the Bibliography
of the Italian Parliament and Electoral Studies into linked open data. The project involved migrating the previous
database to a new platform which deals with native RDF format, creating a new faceted search interface, and
publishing the dataset on the official open data portal. The linking to other datasets is underway, and some
hypotheses are made about the future steps.

1. Introduction
The Bibliography of the Italian Parliament and Electoral Studies (BPR) is a database created
and maintained by the Library of the Italian Chamber of deputies. It contains bibliographic
references relating to the Italian Parliament, the post-1945 National Consultative Assembly and
Constituent Assembly, and the general elections, since 1848.
During the project here described, which is being realized jointly by the Library and the
Information technology Department, the original database was migrated to a new platform based
on linked open data principles, and a new search interface was created. Data are now available
for searching and download on the official open data portal of the Chamber of deputies, and the
focus is currently on establishing links to other datasets, such as the parliamentary biographical
database, the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), and the Italian Nuovo soggettario.
The project is part of the more general adoption of linked open data at the Chamber of deputies
and gave the Library an interesting opportunity to learn more about these principles and to get
practical experience in their application to a relatively small but significant portion of its activity,
making it more widely available, in the meantime.
2. The BPR
The BPR currently includes more than 20,000 bibliographic references to books and articles
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published in periodicals, miscellaneous volumes, encyclopedias and selected websites.
It encompasses mainly juridical essays, but also research on political and organization science,
on political sociology, as well as relevant historiographical literature.
The database is updated three times a year and can be consulted at http://bpr.camera.it and from
within the historical portal of the Chamber of deputies (http://storia.camera.it/bpr#nav).
The bibliography aims to be exhaustive, especially for its extensive coverage of Italian
publications; references to works written in other languages amount to about 3% of the total.
Another main strength resides in the number of analytical entries from miscellaneous volumes
(more than 25%).
The BPR is also a digital library of the Italian Parliament: it offers nearly 3,000 full texts,
coming from books or articles in the public domain, or under copyright of the Chamber of
deputies. In some other cases, copyright agreements have been reached with publishers to make
texts available on the Internet. Many texts have been added with ad hoc digitization programs.
Each reference is assigned one or more classification codes, which are taken from a directory of
over 100 classifications that are organized into seven major fields: General topics (A),
Institutional relations (B), Sources of law and organizational aspects (C), The lawmaking
function (D), Parliamentary oversight, policy-setting and information (E), Members of
Parliament (legal and social status) (F), Elections (H).
3. Linked open data at the Chamber of deputies
The term ‘linked open data’ refers to a set of best practices, introduced by Tim Berners Lee [1],
for publishing and interlinking structured data on the Web [2]. In recent years these practices
have been widely adopted by libraries, museums and cultural institutions, as they can help
increase the presence on the web of these communities and enhance discovery and reuse of
collections, metadata element sets and vocabularies [3, 4, 5, 6].
Since 2010 the Chamber of deputies has begun to use standards and technologies related to
linked open data and the semantic Web, for the purpose of innovation and transparency. On the
occasion of the 150th anniversary of the Italian unification, the Chamber has undertaken a
strategic and extensible project based on linked open data, integrating and organizing digital
documents and information on the activity of the Chamber from multiple sources: websites and
databases dedicated to legislatures of the Kingdom of Italy and the Italian Republic, archival
materials, pictures and videos. Data about persons, activities and official documents of the
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Chamber of deputies have been converted to RDF, and described in a specific ontology (OCD)
integrated with more general ones. The project resulted in the launch of two Web portals in 2011
[7, 8]. http://storia.camera.it is the access point to the wealth of information about the Chamber
of deputies since 1848; linked open data are published on http://dati.camera.it, so that they can be
queried, downloaded, reused and repurposed. The portal includes a SPARQL endpoint that can
return results in HTML, Spreadsheet, XML, JSON, Javascript, NTriples, RDF/XML e CSV.
The linked open data approach has also been applied to internal document management, in the

implementation of an open documentation management system named PAD (Piattaforma aperta
per la documentazione digitale = Open platform for digital documents). It has been entirely
developed by open source technology and it is based on one information base that deals with
digital documents in native RDF format and can publish data in real time on the SPARQL
endpoint. PAD is progressively becoming the shared workspace for documentation activities,
from information gathering and indexing to collaborative writing and publishing of dossiers and
other documents. This approach ensures data persistence and allows for reuse, both internal and
external, and different data representations. The BPR linked open data represents its most recent
achievement.
4. The restructuring of the BPR database
After more than ten years since the setup of the original database, there was an urgent need to
revise and update both the back end software and the end user search interface. In particular, the
main objectives of the project were:
● to substitute the original Access database and to add more management features: in
particular, to increase the reuse of data, in order to avoid repetitive tasks, and to
strengthen controls over consistency and correctness;
● to redesign and update the end user interface, making it more agile and including faceted
search;
● to increase the external projection of the BPR, permitting data harvesting and general
data reuse.
The project was therefore included in the more general adoption of linked open data at the
Chamber of deputies, resulting in the choice of the PAD system to manage citations and in the
publication of data.
The whole process can be described as an iterative incremental life cycle model, like the one
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proposed by B. Villazón-Terrazas and O. Corcho [9]; it is structured in five main activities and
various sub activities, that are not necessarily performed in a fixed order but can be mixed and
repeated as required.
1. Specification (analysis of the data sources, URI design, definition of the license): data in the
Access database were analyzed in order to find peculiarities and select the more appropriate
handling. As the original database had been created to facilitate the publication of the print
edition, some fields contained mixed information, which needed to be disaggregated. All data on
the portal are licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0. Version 4 is under
consideration due to its coverage of sui generis database rights.
2. Modelling: the ontology was constructed paying special attention to the reuse of existing ones:
Dublin Core Ontology, IFLA International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD)
Ontology, Bibliographic Ontology (BIBO), the Ontology of the Chamber of deputies; the
classification, that has a simple hierarchical structure, was represented using the SKOS
vocabulary (Fig. 1, 2). The issue of FRBRizing the model will be addressed in a subsequent
stage; for the moment, references to other versions of the same work are given in a note
3. Generation (transformation, data cleansing, linking): data from the original database were
transformed to RDF; disaggregation of data was carried out using mapping rules based on ISBD
punctuation. Several test migrations were run in order to refine rules and identify and correct
inconsistencies and mistakes, resulting in a general quality improvement of data. This phase also
involved the customization of the PAD platform functionalities of input, searching and
displaying. As or linking, see § 6.
4. Publication: data are now available on the official open data portal of the Chamber of deputies
(http://dati.camera.it) both for searching through the SPARQL endpoint and for download in the
RDF/XML serialization. The new BPR website permits direct download of single records. In
order to facilitate discovery, the dataset will be registered in the main specialized portals and
search engine (http://data.gov.it, http://publicdata.eu, etc.).
5. Exploitation: this is still an open issue, as in many LOD projects; in order to foster
consumption, the SPARQL endpoint will suggest various query examples; we would like to
engage students and academics in the elaboration and visualization of data and we are also
considering submitting our data to CulturaItalia and Europeana.
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Fig. 1 – Properties of a bibliographic citation

Fig. 2 – Properties of the classification
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5. The new consultation website
The interface was completely redesigned, based mainly on faceted search. It now features a
single search box, a date control bar and narrowing filters by classification codes, author,
language, typology of documents, historical period. The classification is browsable and can be
used to trigger subject searches. Search can be limited to include only citations with a full-text
attached. Results can be ordered by different criteria and can be printed or downloaded (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. - The new search interface

6. Linking to other datasets
The linking phase is still in implementation but several datasets were considered to be suitable as
linking targets: firstly, the parliamentary biographical datasets already published by the Chamber
of deputies, secondly, external datasets such as VIAF for name authorities, and the Italian Nuovo
soggettario for classification, that are already important nodes in the LOD cloud and may serve
as a bridge towards several other linked library data (catalog and authority records) but also more
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general information resources such as Wikipedia and its linked data equivalent DBpedia [10, 11].
Furthermore, the classification subclasses related to the geographical analysis of the electoral
behaviour (H34, by regions) could be linked, via Geonames, to the electoral results. A major
target would be, if implemented, the linked open data version of the DOGI database [12], that
shares a lot of common ground with the BPR and could provide abstracts for many bibliographic
references.

Fig. 4. – Linked data

7. Conclusions
The project represents a further step in the linked open data strategy of the Chamber of deputies,
and resulted in the Library updating and improving an important activity, gaining new
knowledge and putting it into practice. At the moment, the project has reached two of its main
goals: a new management system, in native RDF format, and a new user interface. Work will
now concentrate on adding links and enhancing discovery.
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The main objectives of the project were:
 to substitute the original Access database, to increase the reuse of
data and to strengthen controls over consistency and correctness;
 to redesign and update the end user interface, making it more agile
and including faceted search;
 to increase the external projection of the BPR, permitting data
harvesting and general data reuse.
The project was included in the more general adoption of linked open
data at the Chamber of deputies, resulting in the choice of an open
documentation management system (PAD Piattaforma aperta per la
documentazione digitale) based on one information base that deals with
digital documents in native RDF format and can publish data in real time
on the SPARQL endpoint. This approach ensures data persistence and
allows for reuse, both internal and external, and different data
representations.
Following are the major steps undertaken so far:
Modelling: the ontology was constructed paying special attention to the
reuse of existing ones: Dublin Core Ontology, IFLA International
Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) Ontology, Bibliographic
Ontology (BIBO), the Ontology of the Chamber of deputies; the
classification, that has a simple hierarchical structure, was represented
using the SKOS vocabulary (Fig. 1,2).

The project – Objectives and first steps

The Bibliography of the Italian Parliament and Electoral Studies (BPR)
is a database created and maintained by the Library of the Italian
Chamber of deputies. It currently contains more than 20,000
bibliographic references relating to the Italian Parliament, the post-1945
National Consultative Assembly and Constituent Assembly, and the
general elections, since 1848. It also offers nearly 3,000 full texts.
Each reference is assigned one or more classification codes, which are
taken from a directory of over 100 classifications that are organized into
seven major fields.
The database can be consulted at http://bpr.camera.it and from within the
historical portal of the Chamber (http://storia.camera.it/bpr#nav).

The BPR

This poster presents a case study of a project, led by the Italian Chamber
of deputies, to transform the Bibliography of the Italian Parliament and
Electoral Studies into linked open data. The project involved migrating
the previous database to a new platform which deals with native RDF
format, creating a new faceted search interface, and publishing the
dataset on the official open data portal. The linking to other datasets is
underway, and some hypotheses are made about the future steps.

Introduction

←Fig. 1: Properties of a bibliographic citation

↑ Fig. 3: Linked data

Work is now concentrating on adding value to data by connecting
them to other datasets:
• firstly, the parliamentary biographical information already
published by the Chamber of deputies
• secondly, external datasets such as VIAF for name authorities,
and the Italian Nuovo soggettario for classification, that are
already important nodes in the LOD cloud and will serve as a
bridge towards several other linked library data (catalog and
authority records) but also more general information resources
such as Wikipedia and its linked data equivalent Dbpedia
See below for a visual representation of links already available for
selected authors (Fig. 3).

Linking to other datasets

↓ Fig. 2: Properties of the classification

Publication: data are now available on the official open data portal of
the Chamber of deputies (http://dati.camera.it) both for searching
through the SPARQL endpoint and for download in the RDF/XML
serialization. The new BPR website permits direct download of single
records. All data on the portal are licensed under Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0.

Generation: as the original database had been created to facilitate the
publication of the print edition, some fields contained mixed
information; disaggregation was carried out during the transformation to
RDF using mapping rules based on ISBD punctuation. Several test
migrations were run in order to refine rules and identify and correct
inconsistencies and mistakes, resulting in a general quality improvement
of data.
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The project represents a further step in the linked open data strategy of the
Chamber of deputies, and resulted in the Library updating and improving an
important activity, gaining new knowledge and putting into practice. At the
moment, the project has reached two of its main goals: a new management system,
in native RDF format, and a new end user interface. Work will now concentrate on
adding links and enhancing discovery.

Conclusions

•FRBRization: for the moment, references to other expressions and manifestations
of the same work are given in a note.
•More linking! The classification subclasses related to the geographical analysis of
the electoral behaviour (H34, by regions) could be connected, via Geonames, to the
electoral results. We are also looking for similar bibliographic databases.
•Advanced search interface.
•Culturaitalia and Europeana?
•Foster consumption: the SPARQL endpoint will suggest various query examples;
we would also like to engage students and academics in the elaboration and
visualization of data.

Future steps

The interface was completely redesigned, based mainly on faceted search. It now
features a single search box, a date control bar and narrowing filters by
classification codes, author, language, typology of documents, historical period.
The classification is browsable and can be used to trigger subject searches. Search
can be limited to include only citations with a full-text attached. Results can be
ordered by different criteria and can be printed or downloaded (Fig. 4).

The new consultation website

↑ Fig. 4: The new interface
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